
Cyfarthfa Castle Cube Craft!
Three characters from Merthyr's Past in cube form
Below are three characters from Merthyr's past. Read more about them under their pictures. Then pick

which you want to create and follow the details on the template pages.

Richard Crawshay was the first
Crawshay in Merthyr Tydfil. He was

the Ironmaster or manager at
Cyfarthfa. So successful was the works
when he managed, he died in 1810
with a fortune of 1.5 million pounds!

Many women worked at the iron works
around Merthyr. They were not allowed
to do many jobs. They did a lot of the
harder, unskilled jobs. Tip-Girls carried
the waste from the furnaces to cinder tips
around the town. Often they carried the

waster on their heads.

The Puddler was one of the most
skilled workers. They stirred molten
iron in huge furnaces. When it was

ready they would move the iron around
until it formed a large ball, which was
then taken and hammered into shape.

The three character templates can be found on the 
following pages, with instructions & colour guidance



*Fold the card
slightly & cut
along these lines.
The body, legs &

arms will slot
inside these

Cut horizontally
across this line

until you reach the
vertical line

First colour your
character in.

Then cut around the
outside of each of
these shapes. 

Fold all flaps inward
& secure in place by
putting glue on the
flaps where it says

glue.

Some body parts slot
into each other. Fold
the card lightly and
cut along the lines

with a *.
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There are some difficult
areas to cut out & glue.
To avoid problems in

construction it is advised
this activity be be

completed by an adult &
child team!

ATTENTION!

Getting Started

Craft along with us!
Make things easier by
watching our craft
along tutorial.

This can be found on
our YouTube channel.

Search for...
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Richard Crawshay
The Ironmaster

Cut
horizontally
across this

line until you
reach the

vertical line

It was fashionable for the
wealthy to wear a wig in
Richard's time. This would
be white or grey. His clothes

would have bright red
sections, with gold buttons.

Wellbeing Merthyr
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Blodwen Harris
The Tip-Girl

Cut
horizontally
across this

line until you
reach the

vertical line

Their bonnets were made of
black straw, with a flat
top, to help with carrying
things. Her clothes would
be black, brown, dark red

or blue.   
First colour your
character in.

Then cut around the
outside of each of
these shapes. 

Fold all flaps inward
& secure in place by
putting glue on the
flaps where it says

glue.

Some body parts slot
into each other. Fold
the card lightly and
cut along the lines

with a *.

There are some difficult
areas to cut out & glue.
To avoid problems in

construction it is advised
this activity be be

completed by an adult &
child team!

ATTENTION!

Getting Started

Craft along with us!
Make things easier by
watching our craft
along tutorial.

This can be found on
our YouTube channel.

Search for...
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William Williams
The Puddler

Cut
horizontally
across this

line until you
reach the

vertical line

The puddler's clothes
were simple. Jacket,
waistcoat  and 'Dai-

cap'. His clothes would
be black, brown, dark

red or blue. 
First colour your
character in.

Then cut around the
outside of each of
these shapes. 

Fold all flaps inward
& secure in place by
putting glue on the
flaps where it says

glue.

Some body parts slot
into each other. Fold
the card lightly and
cut along the lines

with a *.

There are some difficult
areas to cut out & glue.
To avoid problems in

construction it is advised
this activity be be

completed by an adult &
child team!

ATTENTION!

Getting Started

Craft along with us!
Make things easier by
watching our craft
along tutorial.

This can be found on
our YouTube channel.

Search for...

Wellbeing Merthyr


